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INTRODUCTION 
The first windowl ess factory, completed in 1938 
by the Simonds Saw and Steel Company, in Fitchburg, Mass ., 
opened up a new field of thought in industrial buil ding . 
In its constant search for greater production a t lower cost, 
industry has l ooked upon the idea as a possible ai d to its 
problems. This tendency has been given impetus through 
significant advances in the fields of l i ghting and heating . 
Several plants of this type, which have been· built since 
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that time , have not satisfi ed their owners. Many have 
proven to be beneficial in obtaining higher pr oductive 
efficiency. The experience of Great Bri tain in World War II, 
also indicated that windowless construction was desirable 
not only from the view point of production, but its adapt-
ability to war time needs . 
There are many problems inherent in windowl ess 
construction that management must consider in adopting this 
method of increasing efficiency. The cost effects of the 
lighting, heating, and ventilating, must be analyzed as 
well as their initial and maintenance expenses. Noise must 
be controlled to prevent worker fatigue . Personal reactions 
must be considered carefully in order to prevent a forced 
alteration to windows . These problems will be discussed in 
order of their importance as they affect this type of con-
struction. 
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Articles on this subject have been written covering 
specific items; however, the~e is no comprehensive work which 
will help management decide on the type of construction that 
will benefit him. I mportant informa tion has been secured 
with the co- operation of the Si monds Saw and St eel Company. 
The experience of these managements will be helpful to readers 
facing the possibility of windowless buildings . 
In considering the problems of factorie s without 
windows, all available material 1JYas collected, discussed, and 
anal yzed. Factors, as affec ted by, or a s they affect window-
l ess construction, are compared to conventional types of 
buildings . The effects of lighting and air conditioning, are 
considered with much care. After analys is is made of all 
phases , conclusions are dravm which will aid the r eader to 
determine the type of construction best suited for his 
needs. 
CHAPTER I 
Lighting 
It is well- knov;n that the average worker a ccom-
plishes more with his eyes t han with his hands . Surveys 
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have shown that an average of 54 per cent of the employed men 
and women in the United States , suffer from s ome sort of 
defective vision . These facts i ndicate the importance of 
lighting problems . 
· Advantages ..Q£ Good Lighting There are many advant-
ages to be gained by the applicat ion of good lighting which 
* include the following : 
1 . Reduction of acc ident s . 
2 . Greater accuracy in workmanship. 
3 . Decreased spoilage to product . 
4 . Increased production for the same l abor cost . 
5 . Less eye str ain. 
6 . Better working and living conditions. 
7 . Great er contentment of the workmen and less 
l a bor turnover . 
8 . Better order , cleanliness, and neatness in the 
plant . 
9 . Easier supervi sion of the men . 
The number of accident s increases as the efficiency 
of the lighting system i s al l owed t o decrease . The number 
of a ccidents , due to i nadequate lighting , have decreased 
considerably because of the advances made in thLs field . 
Substantial insurance savings may be gained by accident pre-
vention as VTell as lower production costs . The solution of 
* 9 
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elimina ting accidents due to poor lighting, is merely a 
matter of obtaining the proper equipment . 
Good lighting is a tool of management which a i ds 
production by improving quality, increasing quantity, and 
decreasing spoi l age . It bas a marked effect on fatigue, and 
s ince the eye consumes 10 to 15 per cent of the energy pro-
duced by the body, any decrease in eyestrain results in a 
corresponding decreas e i n physical exhaustion. Tired VIOrkers 
a lso ca use more acc idents. It is well knovm that adequate 
lighting will reduce spoilage 25 per cent . Perception is 
increased with proper illumination and thus decreases was t ed 
motions and hesitation so t hat the workmen accomplishes more 
without added effort . 
A dark or gloomy work pla ce is not conducive to 
quantity plus quality production. Neatness gives way to the 
accumulation of dirt , materials, spoiled goods , etc ., which 
in turn leads to unsafe conditions. Proper lighting brings 
about contentment in the worker , and a i ds in supervision. 
Physcologically a cheerful plant induces worker spirit and 
co- operation. This attitude affects the quality and quantity 
of production. 
* 10 
* Good Lighting Good lighting requires three things: 
1 . Light of Sui table Quality 
a . Absenc e of glare 
b . Absence of reflected gl are 
c . Proper color 
2. Light of the Proper Direction 
a . Shadov1s soft and 1 uminous 
b. Uniform distribution 
3. Light of the Cor rect Intensity 
a . Lighting for safety 
b . Lighting for production 
c. Proper maintenance 
Light of Suitable Cuality One of the most common 
and often overlooked faults in lighting is glare . Gla re is 
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any excessive brightness within the f ield of vision. It may 
originate at the light source or is ca used by refl ection. 
It i ncreases f atigue due to discomfort, which in turn decrea s es 
efficiency and increases accidents . It may even cause certain 
eye diseases and thus injure the worker permanently. Exces-
sive brightness, too much light, extreme contrast with the 
background, and reflection from the article being wor ked on, 
are the principle causes of gl are . 
The eye can adapt i tself to a wi de variation of 
light intens iti e s i. e . from less than one foot-candle to 
1 0 , 000 foot _candles . Hov.-ever, the eye can function effici-
ently and without e:x;cessive stra in only between 1 to 200 
foot- candles. Bel ow this, there is insufficient light and 
above 200 glare becomes intolerable in contrasting fields 
of view. The most co~on causes of gl a re is improperly 
shaded lights . 
Wal l and ceiling finishes should be of the proper 
color and well illuminated i n order to prevent extreme con-
trast. Mat instead of smooth f i nishes should be used to 
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eliminat e glare . The ceilings and upper porti ons of the 
walls should be l i ght to r efl ect the maxi mum amount of l i ght , 
but the lower porti ons , within the line of vision, should 
reflect not more than 50 per cent if they are t o prevent 
eyestrain. 
Light of ~ Proper Direction Light direction and 
the eli mi nation of shadows are an important part of the 
plant lighting. Natural lighting f r om windows gives a great-
er intensity of light on vertical working planes t han hori-
zontal . Artificial lighting , however , provides more light to 
the horizontal surface ~ Proper illumination should provide 
sufficient light to both planes so that highest efficiency 
is obtained. 
Redirection of l i ght by reflection is important 
in the elimination of shadows . The painting of machinery 
and equipment in lighter colors a ids in this. Stored 
materials and equipment should be placed so as to eliminate 
shadows . 
Light of the Proper I ntensity In providing the 
correct intensity of light, it must be remembered that both 
over and under illumination will ca use worker ineffi ciency. 
The color of materials, type of work, effect of light on the 
product, must all be taken into cons ideration. 
There are six general levels of illumination 
* which are a s follows : 
* 7, p . 245 . 
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2 to 5 foot- candles --Ai sles , stairways, and pass-
ageways . 
5 foot-candles-- Satisfactory for work of a coarse 
nature, such as coal and ash handling , for ware-
houses and stockrooms, and where it i s not nec-
essary to dis t i nguish details . 
10 to 20 foot- candles- - Considered good lighting 
f or r ough bench and machi ne work and for medium 
work on l i ght- colored surfa ces . 
20 to 50 foot - candle s - -Good lighti ng for medium 
bench and machine work, and for average work on 
dar k-colored surfaces . 
50 t o 100 f oot- candles--Excellent lighting for al l 
work except t he most exacti ng . For fine bench 
and machine work and most inspection operations . 
100 f oot- candles and more--For the most exacting 
tasks such a s extra fine as s embling , bench and 
machine work, engraving , testi ng, and inspection. 
1, 600 foot- candles are used on some inspection 
operations . 
Maintenance The a ccumulat i on of dirt can decrease 
the efficiency of fixtures and windows by as much as 80 per 
cent . There should be a periodic cleaning of the industrial 
plant a s well as repa int i ng of interiors to mainta in suffi ci-
ent light. A 20 to 30 per cent increase in l i ght can be 
obtained by repainting . Besides l osing the advantages of 
good illumination, 40 t o 60 per cent of the lighting cost is 
al so a loss unless the fixtures ar e kept clean . 
Lighting in Windowl ess Plants 
Florescent lighting is t he type extensively used 
in windowless pl ants . The Simonds Saw and Steel Company uses 
the Cooper Hewitt lamp vihich provides the high i ntensity o:f 
l i ght required . Daylight- aff ect may be obtained by blending 
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the blue- green mercury vapor florescent lamps with the yel low-
red incandescent l ights. 
Quality of Light The quality of artificial light 
is the best that can be obtained. Due to scientific advances 
in illumination, manufactured l i ght has the same qualities as 
daylight . I t can be completely controlled at al l times which 
results in uniform distribution throughout the entire work-
ing area . Layout for efficient production is not hindered 
because the requir ed quality i s obtainable anyvlhere in the 
plant . Glare is completely eliminated by this system since 
it does not use an intense light s ource and is well diffused . 
Direction of Light The direction of this type of 
l ight is also controllable and thus the correct amount falls 
on both the vertical and horizontal working plane. Cool , 
even, completely di ffused i llumination is obtained by flores -
cent lighting as well as the complete elimination of shadows . 
In some cases where it is required, diffusing glass may also 
be installed . 
I ntensity of Light The intensity of light may be 
varied so that any amount required is delivered to the work 
place . The Simonds Saw and Steel Company maintains a 20 to 
25 foot- candle of illumination over the entire plant . This 
is sufficient for the precision work carried on. If more 
than the general l evel of l ighting is required in any one 
work place , a local system may be employed . 
Stroboscopic Effect Stroboscopic effect is the 
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flicker noticed in some florescent systems when an object is 
moved through the air and appears to be moving up and dovn1 
as well as horizontally~ Where a worker uses his hands con-
siderably in an oper ation, this can become quite annoying. 
This f licker can easi ly be overcome by the use of a three 
phase system. Another method i s to set the lights up on a 
single phase system with a t wo lamp ballas t . This throws the 
current out of phase which ca uses one lamp to lag behind the 
other . The second method i s more economical because it re-
quires only t wo wi res to each lamp instead of three . One 
company uses 40 watt f lorescent tubes with a single low power 
factor lamp as a ballast . The ballasts ar e phase connected 
in a staggered sequence for the elimination of stroboscopic 
effect . 
Maintenance Florescent tubes do not burn out very 
often. In f act they are now sold to industry wit~ a 2 , 500 
hour guaranteed average and some have been used as long as 
1 0 , 000 to 12, 000 hours. The only other maintenance of the 
lighting system i n a windowless pla nt i s peri odic cleani ng of 
the fixtures because of t he drop in efficiency ~ith the accum-
ulation of dirt . This is no s erious problem however because 
in a controlled condition plant, there is no gr eat accumula-
tion of dirt . After one year of operation, the only dust 
that could be found in the Simonds plant , was a very thin 
l ayer above the heat treating furna ces . 
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.Natural Lighting 
Quality of Light The quality of daylight cannot be 
controlled and i s therefore difficult to work with . Natura l 
light is very apt to cause glare which ca us es worker fatigue . 
This i s e s pecially true on bright sunny days. When artificial 
lighting is used to supplement day light, the t wo clash which 
causes a decr ea se in the quality. 
Direction of Light The direction of day light 
chang es constantly depending on the position of t he sun. It 
is constant only when the sky is overcast but then there is 
low intensity. In any case, there is always the presence of 
shadows even when venetian bli nds or diffusing screens are 
used . 
Intensity Q[ Light Day light in~ensities average 
from 4 to 50 foot- candles a f ew feet inside the windov1. It 
may be a s gr eat as 1 25 near the windov: to less than one , 
several feet inside the plant. The intensity of day light 
is shown i n Figure· I for different hours of the day and 
months of the year. Weather conditions a nd seasons a ffect 
the intensity of natural l ight considerably and thus the 
artifi cial system is required as a substi tute. 
Venetian blinds and translucent .screens may be used 
to regulate the high intensities during the summer , as well 
as to eliminate the intense heat . But this i s done by sacri-
f icing the intensity of light needed i n the center of the 
plant . Saw- tooth roofs may be used to gain even light over 
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the plant but here the problems of glare and hea t are manifold. 
Maintenance The maintenance costs for day lighting 
s ystems are consiuer a bly more than that of a rtificial systems. 
The natura lly light ed factory must have an a rtl ficial sys tem 
for night operation and for days of insufficient light. 
Therefore , it has the same costs as a windoyvles s f actory 
before even considering any other expenses . Due t o windows , 
there is a great er amount of dust admitted which increases 
the number of periodic cleanings r equired . The windows are 
a very important fac tor in the use of day light . Efficiency 
drops from 50 to 83 per cent depending on the slope of the 
windows (based on a s i x months accumulation). Breakage is 
costly as well a s t he r eapplicati on of putty which i s washed 
away. I f veneti an blinds or di ffusing s creens are used, t he 
maint enance required is i ncr eased cons iderably. 
Conclus i ons Artific i al lighting s hould be used i n 
preference t o daylight . New structures are built without 
t oo many cross members but · no matt er how modern they are , 
more light reaches some areas t han others. Therefore , the 
bet ter areas are preferred and t aken into account in layouts . 
Workers t ake advantage of this in excusing themselves for 
inferior work. Artif icial lighting wi pes out worker prefer-
ence for certa in shift s to a gr eat extent and reduces the 
r eadjustment usually i nvolved i n every change of shift . 
Plants with windows have to have adequate lighting 
for night time operation and for periods of inadequat e day-
19 
l i ght . Operators spend 50 per cent of t heir time under arti-
f i cial light and industry in general depends on daylight 
during 20 per cent of the operating time only. Due to this 
fact, it woul d be better to eliminate the \Vindows and gain 
the advantages of completel y controlled illumination. 
Workers have been quite happy with windowless 
plants because of less fatigue . It ha s been shown that their 
skill i mproves under artificial l i ghting . As an example , in 
one pl ant workers were able ·to detect flaws in metal parts 
tha t v1ere previously found with the aid of a microscope due 
t o the varying light conditions. The entire plant is equally 
well lighted so t hat an employee does not feel t hat his posi-
tion i s being slighted . 
A wi ndowless plant eli mina.tes maintenance of the 
glass areas but factories with windows have to maintain 
l i ghts jus t the same . This increases the cost considerably 
a lthough poorer l i ght is obtained due to the mixing of day-
light with ar t i ficial lights . 
CHAPTER II 
Heating and Ventilation 
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A windowless building need not be air conditioned 
but some type of ventilation must be provided. On the other 
hand, where air conditioning is necessary, the entire opera-
tion is simplified considerably by making the building 
windowless. The equipment is considerably reduced, window 
condensation eliminated, and the problem of air conditioning 
is eased. Heating costs are cut to about one third of that 
f or a building with windows with the advantage of an improve-
ment in health and efficiency which, although dif ficult to 
evaluate, has been proved to be actual. These fuel savings 
in winter should not be overlooked. 
\my Completely Air Condition a Plant There are 
t wo principal f actors which have to be considered in making 
this decision. The first is the improvement of the product 
and the second is the effect on the worker. 
When high precision work is being performed and 
specif ications allow only an extremely small variation in 
t olerances, uniform temperature is a requirement. At the 
s ame time, the exclusion of dirt is of prime importance, but 
i s practically impossible in a plant with windows and without 
air condi tioning . In the handling of precision parts, per-
spiration must be avoided; however, where precision work is 
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1 done or any time that rust must be avoided, air conditioning 
is essential in order to reduce costs by less scrap and higher 
production. 
The increase in worker efficiency is a real and 
significant factor, although outwardly intangible. A decrease 
in worker fatigue, less spoilage, arid fewer accidents, are 
the major benefits. Of great significance is the lowered 
amount of absenteeism especially in the case of colds and 
such respiratory infecti ons . Certain processes, such as heat 
treating, produce working conditions which are nearly intol-
erable and although not actually a health hazard, lowers out-
put considerably. 
Methods of Heating, Ventilating, and Air Condition-
.!!:!& There are five basic methods which can be used in windov;r-
less plants, whether for heating only, or for complete air 
conditioning : 
1. Heating with radiators. 
2. Heating with unit heaters . 
3. Central groups of heating and ventilating 
syst ems. 
4. Central groups of evaporative cooling systems. 
5. Central groups of complete air conditioning 
systems using mechanical refrigeration or cold 
well water. 
The principal types in use in most pl ants today i s 
the unit heat er combined with natural ventilation or complete 
air condi tioning. Radi ators have gone into disuse because of 
pressure distribution and control problems. 
The gr eatest number of plants employing simple 
heating, use the unit heater system because this method elim-
22 
inates all duct work and is usually o~ lower first cost. 
The projection type using external propellers, are used where 
there are low ceilings , whereas the centrifugal fan heat di~­
~user is found with high ceil ings or where long blows are 
required . In most cases direct gas ~ired heaters are used . 
One i mportant heating requirement relates to the 
use of large doors which are opened during the winter as in 
aircraft assembly plants . In such cases,heat diffusers may 
be used to blow a curtain of hot air downward from overhead 
locations. However, this type cannot be expected to ~unction 
adequately on windy days. 
A recent heating technique is the use of the black-
out heater and ventilator which are offsprings of the war . 
These systems are adaptable to both new and old plants and 
recognize the fact t hat mechanical ventilation must be pro-
vided when a building with movable sash i s blacked out. The 
ventilators are merely supply or exhaust fans which have a 
ba~~le to prevent the passage of light, a r ain hood, means af 
a tta chment to the r oof or wall, and the facility ~or distri-
buting t he air. The heater is simply a supply ventilator 
with a heating coil . 
Evaporative cooling has not been used to any great 
extent except for local cooling where excess jve heat is 
produced. This type of cooling will not give the desired 
co~ortable conditions all summer but will give r esults equal 
to ~ull air conditioning during the other seasons of the year. 
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Air Conditioning Technique The question of heating 
and cooling loads for these large plants is of great concern. 
Heating loads are quite small in a windowl ess plant. There 
is usually complete insulation throughout the roof and walls 
and so heating is merely a question of tempering ventilation 
air, even in the coldest weather . Some windowless plants 
have an internal load requiring cooling by outside air down 
to 10 to 20 degrees Fahrenheit, external temperatures. This 
cannot be obtained i n factories with w~indows, saw tooth and 
monitor roofs because here, the heating is a major considera-
tion and is a direct func tion of the window area. 
Again, due to roof insulation, the exter nal load 
on these plants is comparatively small . The internal load 
is a variable and is directly related to the horsepower of 
the machines being used, the number of people in the room, 
and the amount of electric lighting . However, with the use 
of florescent lights, that part of the load due to illumina-
tion, is reduced considerably. 
Usually no completely centralized system i s us ed 
except in small plants . If used in large plants, the ducts 
would be excessively long; the maximum length used at pre-
sent, is 400 feet long. The consideration in limiting duct 
sizes are the problems of running the ducts between steel 
gerders etc ., the stiffening of large ducts, the increased 
building load, lighting obstructions, and the problem of 
proper distribution. Also equipment of excessive size is 
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limited by head room and size of equipment ava ilable on the 
market. 
These limitations are not technical but economic . 
Experience indicates that about 100,000 cfm is the economic 
maximum although uni ts of almost any size can be bui lt. The 
general practice is to hold the size of units f rom 40 , 000 to 
60,000 cfm. It seems that this rang e gives the ·lowest total 
cost. Small units ar e feasible but since there is no ductirg, 
piping connections are simple , and maintenance is at a mini-
mum i n unit heaters and heat diffusors the problem is quite 
di fferent. I n the pas t, it has been fa irly well proven that 
a l a r ge number of small units are not economical and should 
be used only where there is no space for larger units and 
ducting or, where a fine degree of zoning i s essenti al . 
This problem does not arise in modern windowless structures. 
The best arrangements for these units are off the floor on a 
mezzanine at certain internals and ext ending al ong the long 
sides of t he building or slung f rom the ceiling trusses at 
the proper locations throughout the work area . The second 
system cuts down the size of ducts needed but is usually 
r estricted by ceiling heights . Air velocities up to 2, 500 
fpm, or higher in some cases, are used , while the duct s are 
laid out in str aight lines . Diffusors installed in the ceil-
i ng are used to a great extent but t he problem of distribu-
tion becomes acute with ceiling heights over 30 f eet. Diffu-
sion outlets do not eject the air at sufficient veloci ties 
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to mix adequately at floor level during the heating season. 
However, there are new des igns being marketed which will 
i ncorporate manual or automatic direct ion and velocity con-
trols to eliminate this i nadequacy. This distribution 
problem is of maj or importance in fac t or ies with windows 
b ecause heat losses f rom glass is excessive , which results i n 
a relatively high temperature between supply and room air. 
In a windowl ess pl ant this problem is negligible, except on 
very cold days s ince t he internal load i s sufficient f or 
heating . 
Refrigeration Equipment These l arge plants requir e 
tons of mechanical ref riger a t i on equipment . There are two 
schools of thought on the question of whether to cent r al i ze 
the equipment or use smaller units scatter ed throughout the 
area . The main points brought out by those in favor of 
dec entralization are 1. minimized effects from bombing or 
sabotage during the war, 2. t he sa ving of f loor space , 3 . 
the ability t o s tock ide~tical spare parts , and 4 . flex-
ibility of zoning and saving in duct work. 
As explained previously, the a ir conditioning 
equipment must be decentralized an~vay so the ar gument of 
flexibility is not valid. The excessive maintenance of 
many pieces of equipment will not be offset by the stocking 
of standardi zed parts. The loca ting of small er units upon 
the trusses to save floor space, i s probably more than off-
set by the advantage of centrAli zing t he equipment in a few 
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spots . The major contention of the avoidence of the effects 
of bombing must be considered very thoroughly . 
The equipment obviously would be extensively dam-
aged by a dir ect hit . If the equipment is distributed 
throughout the pl ant, a bomb hit is probably going to wreck 
the unit in that area . These systems are of the direct ex-
pansion type and the vibration wave effect of the explosion 
will without a doubt, burst open all the refrigerant pi ping 
in the vicinity of the hit . The size of the danger area 
depends upon the size of the bomb . In this case , f ire is 
inevit able so consideration must be g iven to the workers 
and fire fighters of the decomposition products of the refr ig-
erant when exposed to in l arge quantities to open flame . 
This will cause pani c and impede the fire fig hting . From 
t his it is safe to say that more t han one unit will be 
destroyed by a single hit. 
The centralized system does not have these objec-
tions. Although a direct hit will damag e this equipment , 
the statistical odds are against a direct hit . This equip-
ment can be made relatively 1mmune to the effects of nearby 
explos1ons by pla c1ng it underground in 1ts own equipment 
room. If there 1s any decompo sition products due to a f1re 
1n the refrigeration room, they can easily be conf1ned there 
so as not to spr ead to other wor ki ng areas . Ch1lled water 
may be used in t hese l arge pieces of equipment which would 
el1minate th1s hazard 1n working spa ces . The water piping 
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is largely undergr ound and is therefore not quite so easily 
damaged . 
It is obvious that there are additional advantages 
from the viewpoint of more efficient operation and easier 
ma intenance, over tha t required by a multiplicity of smaller 
units . Due to the fact that the equipment must be decentral-
i zed to a certain extent , there is grea ter f l exibility. When 
the unit system is u sed, ther e is a fixed quantity of refrig-
erating equipment for each zone which will hinder layout, 
whereas using the larger equipment with ducting, the cold air 
can be shifted to any desired zone . 
In general, the layout of buildi ngs and thei r equi p-
ment, must also be considered. There are instances when due 
to t he manufact uring process many smaller buildings are used . 
It is then advisable to use separate systems for each build-
ing unless quite small and close together . The internal 
equipment and i ts layout may also require decentrali zation. 
Since heating is more important than cooling for production 
and if it is necessary t o decentrali ze boiler equi pment, 
then it follows that the refrigeration equipment should be 
handled in the same manner. 
Some companies , such as Dougla s Aircraft Company, 
use complete decentrali zation to the extent of 23 boiler 
rooms and 68 self-contained direct expansion air condition-
ing systems for a total of 4,000 tons of refrigeration. 
Others, such as Consolidated Aircraft who uses a single 
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system of 7,000 tons, have discarded as impractical any idea 
of decentr alization. Probably the soundest idea is to use a 
few large systems at each end of the pl ant area , or two of 
these plants at opposite ends of the project, with inter-
connecting steam and chilled water lines . This is more ex-
pensive , but would insure the whole plant against the break-
down of any one system. 
Conclusions When using glass windows , heating and 
ventilation .becomes a critical problem. In factories without 
windows, the internal loads are minimized with insulated walls 
and ceil ings. The fuel cost for heating is reduced by 2/3 
which is a major saving in climates with long winters . In 
fact, a plant with an average amount of employees and horse 
power needs no heat at all until the t emperature outside 
drops to 10 to 20 degrees Fahrenheit . Insula tion reduces 
considerably the temperature differential between room air 
and incoming air . Consequently , less heating and refriger-
ating capacity is needed . This in turn decreases the ini-
tial cost of the equipment and subsequently, ma intenance 
costs . 
V/hen saw tooth roofs and monitors are used , snow 
during winter months, keeps the windows at or below fr eezing 
t emperatures, which of course increases the heating load . 
In summer, when the sun strikes the glass directly., it may 
be heated to as high as 110 degrees Fahrenheit. With 
mechanical refrigeration so expensive, its costs rises 
CHAPTER III 
Plant Layout 
Principals of Plant Layout 
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Layout is of paramount importance in a manufa c-
turing plant. The correct or most efficient plan wi ll cut 
costs by avoiding v;aste time, unnecessary effort or useless 
movement, and travel of the work in process. The proper 
layout decreases the amount of travel by the worker which 
results in better efficiency with less effort because more 
of his energy is expended in useful work. A good layout 
establishes better customer relationship by helping manage-
ment to maintain the quality of the product and the produc-
t~on schedule . The building structure, heating, ventilat-
i ng, lighting, noise control, all have an effect on layout 
and must be considered. Generally the layout must be 
fitted into an existing plant making these factors even 
more important. 
Advantages Q£ Good Layout A g ~od layout has many 
inherent advantages which are as follows: 
1. Provides definite lines of work travel. 
2. Provides the shortest distance of work travel. 
3. Reduc es material handling . 
4 . Reduces work in process. 
5. Reduces r aw materia l inventory. 
6. Provides more efficient utilization of men and 
machines. 
7. Reduces the floor a rea required . 
8 . Routing is nearly automatic. 
9. Reduces cost. 
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Essentia ls of Good Pl ant Layout Plant l ayout is 
arranging the correct equipment in the r ight pl ace for the 
proper manufacturing . method so as t o permit a unit of pro-
duct to be processed most effectively while moving through 
the shortest possibl e d istance in the least time. Before 
maki ng a layout , a production analysis should be made a ssum-
ing the entir e plant as a s i ngle efficient production 
ma chine . Ther efor e , the production proces ses, sequence of 
operations , flow of materials , and equipment r equired, must 
be s t udied. 
For these r easons a study must be made to: 
1 . Determine the desired capacity of the facili ty. 
2 . Determine t he number and v ariety of sub-
assembled and finished units t o be pr oduced. 
3 . List all mat erials and parts t o determine which 
shall be manufactured and stored and which will 
be purchased and stored . 
4 . Determine the amount of equipment needed to 
produce the desired production. 
5 . Determine the storage facilities that will be 
requi red to store bot h manufactured and pur-
chased parts and materials. 
6 . Determine the time for manufacture of the 
finished product and s ub-assemblies . 
7. Det er mine the proper sequence of oper a tions in 
order that t he depar tments and equipment shall 
be in logical and convenient rel ati onship for 
the pr ogressive flow of ma terials. 
8 . Det ermine the space requirements 
a . For pr oduction equipment 
b . For a isles 
c. For storage a t the production center 
d. For auxiliary depar tments 
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9. Review the process employed to determine if 
certa:l.n departments should be isolated because 
of noise, safety, or special process require-
ments. 
10. Summarize the space requirements fo.r the 
initial layout and indicate possibl e space 
requirements for expansion. 
After these studies have been completed, the follow-
ing factors are considered in making the actual layout_: 
1. Method of arranging equipment 
a. By product or line 
b. By machines--line or functional 
· 2 . The location of production centers and determining 
the space r equirements 
a. of the machines 
b . piling space . 
c. working space for operator 
d . - space for auxiliary equipment 
3. The manner of applying power--individual motor 
drive or group drive. 
4 . Location and co-ordina tion of departments. 
5 . Location of service centers. 
6. Location of entrance and exits for personnel . 
7. The location of shipp i ng and receiving facilit-
ies. 
8. The method of internal transportation on 
material handling . 
9. Safety and fire protection. 
10. Proper light, heat, ventilation. 
11. Noise control. 
12 . Provision for expansion. 
13. Location of columns, stair~ells, and elevator 
shafts. 
In the final analysis the l ayout that affor~s the grea test 
dollar volume of output at the lowest cost per unit is t he 
best . 
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Layout With and Without Windows I n a windowl ess 
plant some o~ these ~actors eit her do not have to be con-
sider ed or can be dealt with in any desired manner. How-
ever , some of them af fect the layout cons ider abl y in a plant 
with windows . 
Lighting There is even uniform light over the 
entire worki ng area in a windowless plant so thi s does not 
pose any parti cular pr oblem. Machinery can be placed any-
where and what ' s more important, eq~pment may be placed 
against the wall and this space i s not wasted . 
Wh e n windows are used 7 preference has t o be given 
to certain operations t hat need more light than others . 
Thi~ gives workers in areas away from windows a chance to 
excuse inferior work. Also, some workers may show dissatis-
f action and complain of favoritism. La r ge pieces of equip-
ment have to be placed so as to mi nimi ze the loss of light. 
These limitations , due to l ighting , disrupt any smooth l ay-
out and thus reduces its eff iciency . 
Heating and Ventilation Since the entire plant is 
air condit ioned, heat trea ting furnaces or pr ocesses that 
give off excess ive amounts of heat can be controlled very 
easily. They may be placed right in the production line 
where the process takes pl a ce instead of being isolated as 
i n cases where natural ventilat i on i s used . There is no 
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expansion or contraction of precision metal parts due to 
variable temperatures . There are many cases where processes 
that were placed near the windows had to be moved because 
t he suns ' heat near a window caused excessive expansion of 
met a l pa rts . 
Noise Noise may hamper the layout and r equire the 
isola tion of certain machinery . The windowless plant is not 
as affected by this factor a s much as one with windows . This 
/ 
is due t o the low amount of refl ected noise which in turn 
lowers the entire noise level . 
Conclusions It bas been proven at the Simonds 
Company, t hat these factors are negligable in their pl ant . 
Their l a yout was made with a complete disregard for a ll 
f actors except those which gave the most eff icient plan . 
They have placed heat treating furnaces wherever needed and 
the workers a few feet away , work in comparative comfort. 
The windowl ess plant equalizes the value of the entire floor 
area . Thus a smaller total floor area is r equired which 
decreases the initial cost of 1a.nd and . building. Additions 
may also be made without interferri ng with lighting . 
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CHAPTER IV 
Adaptability to Industry and Process 
The type of industry and process which the build-
i ng is to house, wil l have an effect on the type of construc-
tion. There are three classes of industr y : continuous pro-
cess, repetitive process , and intermittant or job order pro-
cess . The continuous process is one that i s carried on 24 
hours a day. Repetitive processes are those which are carrllrl 
on in lots although these lots may follow each other so 
closel y, that it may resemble continuous production except 
that it i s not carried on 24 hours a day. The intermittant 
type i s tha t which manufactures only if and when an order is 
obta ined. The follo·wi ng partial list wi ll illustrate the 
three kinds of i ndustries as well as the differentia tion 
between the processes . 
Qontinuous Process 
Industries 
Blast Furnaces 
Brick 
Cement 
Coke 
Glass 
Chemicals 
Sugar 
Fl our 
Repetitive Process 
Industries 
Automobiles 
El ectric Appliances 
Garment 
Machine Tools 
Shoes 
Textiles 
Mill i nery 
Jewelry 
Intermittant Process 
Industries 
El evators 
Hydraulic Turbines 
Locomotives 
Ra1lr·oad Cars 
Rolling Mills 
Steam Turbines 
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It can readily be seen that some of these processes 
need not be considered such as blast furnaces because by 
their nature they are not housed in buildings. 
Adaptability to Industries 
At a glance , it may seen that either plant can be 
adapted to any of the three industries. This is not so 
because of the inherent disadvantages of a building with 
windows. The adaptability to industries will be discussed 
only briefly and in general because the specific adaptability 
t o processes will be the determining factor. 
Continuous Processes Industry . The windowless plant 
is better adapted to this type of industry principally 
because of the requirement of multi-story buildings. I£ 
multi-story buildings are not required, there is usually 
intense process heat to be coped with. Fairly heavy machin-
ery is r equired for manufacturing purposes which in turn 
demands stronger structures. This of course can be attained 
easier with complete brick or re-enforced concrete construc-
tion. 
Repetitive Process Industri es In general, either 
type of building may be used .i n this industry notwithstanding 
the general advantages of windov1less construction previousl y 
discussed . These industries are readily adapt able to single 
story buildings so tha t saw-tooth roofs may be used for light-
ing and natural ventilation. The problem of excessive heat 
is not present in many of the processes involved. 
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Intermitt.ant Process Industries The windowless 
plant is better suited to this class of industry than conven-
tional buildings. There is present in most of these pro-
cesses excessive heat, dirt, and in many cases, fumes and 
smoke such as is present in welding. Expensive precision 
instrument work requires dust-free air and good uniform 
lighting at all times. 
Adaptability to Processes 
Glass It is doubtful of course, that the glass 
industry would ever consider using windowl ess buildings. 
It would be advisable however, to consider their use in this 
process. 
Glass is manufactured through the use of furnaces 
which radiate excessive heat. It would seem that forced 
ventilation is needed which suggests windowless plants . 
Local coolers can be used at the furnaces to overcome the 
heat problem. These can be used to advantage in both types 
of plants but would be cheaper to operate in a controlled 
conditions plant . Another source of heat is the cooling 
process . This is not adaptable to local cooling because of 
the space involved, therefore to condition the plant properly 
and efficiently, a general cooling of the entire factory is 
needed which can be accomplished cheaply only with the use of 
a windowless structure . 
Chemicals The chemical industry generally requires 
multi- .story buildings. Many chemical processes begin a t the 
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top and flow to the lower floors. However, there are rela-
tively few workers involved since most of the operation is 
automatic. A building with windows is best suited for this 
type of industry. There is a maze of equipment used with 
obnoxious odors present. Although forced ventilation is use~ 
these odors are still annoying to the employee. With the 
presence of open windows , he can get an occasional breath of· 
fresh air before it mixes vlith the room air. 
Sugar The suga~ refinery should use the windowless 
type of building. It . requires a multi-story building of some 
height due to its extensive use of gravity for material 
handling~ The raw sugar is carried to the top floor, 
started into the process, and allowed to flow to the main 
floor emerging as the f i nished product. By using a plant 
with no windows., the advantages of multi-story buildings 
are gained. A factory with windows may be used however, 
since lighting is not critical but operation is not as effici-
ent as in a windowless str ucture . 
Flour The flour mill is very similar to the sug'ar 
refinery in the general type of process and handling of 
materials. Therefore, it will not be di scussed further 
except to reiterate that a windowless plant is best suited, 
but a conventional plant can also be used efficiently if 
designed properly. 
Automobiles There are numerous processes contained 
in the automobile industry, the principal one being thought 
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of a s assembly. This process will be discussed here to the 
exclusion of the others since they will be similar to other 
processes to be t aken up . 
The assembly of an automobile is not precision 
work since all of this type of work has been completed. There 
is however, the welding of the body which creates heat and 
this requires contr oll ed ventilation. This industry is very 
dependent on overhead conveyors. If a saw- tooth roof is 
used, these conveyors would pose a critical lighting problem 
as well as difficulties in structure . The workers being 
machine paced mus t keep working a t a constant speed so every 
method should be used to prevent warm and humid conditions. 
From the foregoing , it is evident that windowless pl ants are 
better suited although in cooler climate~ conventional struc-
tures may be used quite efficiently. 
Machine Tools Machine tools demand a windowless 
plant. Precision work requires controlled l i ghting, temper-
ature , and humidity. These can only be obtained by elimin-
ating windows. A change by a few degrees i n temperature will 
cause expansion or contraction sufficient to result in the 
acceptance or r ejection of metal parts . Where precision 
work is required, the .sunlight shining through a window can 
heat metal parts to the extent that if measured when warm, 
they will pass inspection when normal . Where there i s 
extremely close wor k performed, interferometry is used in 
measuring the accuracy of ~arts. The presence of a small 
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partical of dust on the piece will cause light rings and 
thus the r eading is useless. The controlling of these cond,i-
tions cannot be overemphas i zed in this industry since it 
depends on such a high degree of accuracy. 
Textiles and Ga rments The principal problem in 
t h i s i ndustry is the need for controlled humidity. It is 
much more prominent i n the textile industry than in garment 
work because of the greater amount of lint present and the 
delica cy of the equipment . In t he past, air and water sprays 
were used to raise the humidity which would cause the lint to 
settle to the floor . By forcing it to the floor and kept 
there until it can be swept up, it does not hinder the workers 
or bottle up the machinery. This is another example of a 
proces s which demands windowl ess construction. 
J ewelry Either type of plant may be used in this 
case because there is no problem r equiring forced ventila tion 
and controlled temperature or humidity. J ewelr y manufacture 
is done principally by hand so that the primary consideration 
here is the desires of the workers . 
Locomotives In the manufacture of locamotives, 
there is an excess of dust par ticles, heat, fumes, and smoke 
present. The elimination of these, requires a gr eat quantit,r 
of f iltered a ir which again can only be obtained through 
for ced ventilation, thus requiring a windov:l ess plant . Arti-
f icial lighting is r equir ed because the size of the equipment 
is such that it will block any light except l ocal lighting. 
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The general conditions of a plant housing such a process are 
such that they should be controlled to obtain efficient pro-
duction. 
Rolling Mills In a modern rolling mill, only the 
most economical plant giving the desired quality and quantity 
of product, need be considered. These new mills are automat-
ically operated from a control desk a t one· end of the room. 
The operator can be enclosed in a room having glass walls so 
that his operation of the machinery is not hindered and he is 
not affected by the conditions in the main room. A small, 
efficient, economical local unit may be used in this room for 
air conditioning . Either type of building may be used de-
pending on its costs and desires of the owners. 
Conclusions In processes which require multi- story 
bui ldings, a windowless pl"ant should be used in order to 
obtain sufficient lighting . Processes accompanied by ex-
cessive heat or requiring precision work, ne ed controlled 
ventilation. Vlhere none of these conditions have to be 
controlled to any great extent either type of building may be 
used efficiently. The predomi nance of processes requiring 
certain, if not all conditions controlled, indicates that 
windowless build ings should be used in most industries and 
processes. 
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CHAPTER V 
Noise 
Principals of Noise 
The amount of noise that a worker has to endure 
directly affects t he amount of fatigue a worker has to 
suffer at the end of the day. Some people are not affected 
too greatly by noise and do not lose their efficiency but 
these are in a very small minority. Fatigue, impaired hear-
ing, neuroses, decreased efficiency, and emotional disturb-
ances a r e the results of excessive noise. This has been 
proven through both practical experience and experimental 
tests. A noise level of 90 decibels ( intensity of noise in 
an airplane) and higher ·will injure the human ear. Also any 
prolonged exposure to noise of lower decibels will have this 
same effect. 
In order to secure an idea or relative intensities 
considered in a noise problem, the following list will help . 
~ of Noise 
1. Airplane with engine running 
2. Subway 
3 . Large stenographic room 
4. Conversation 
Decibels 
95 
80 
70 
35-70 
The characteristic of the noise has to be considered 
as well as the intensity. This depends on the type of opera-
tion and whether ·continuous or intermittant. As an example, 
conversation will anno~-people in a library whereas in a 
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factory it isn't even noticed . A second exampl e, is that of 
a carpenter hammering. Hammering does not ef fect t he effici-
ency of the other carpenters but would r educe the efficiency 
of an off ice worker to a considerable extent. 
In order to combat the noise problem and reduce 
losses, it is advisable to use good engineering practice . 
The following methods may be employed: 
1. Elimination of noise at its source. 
2 . I solation of noisy operations. 
3. Reduction of noise by sound insulation. 
4 . Personal protective devices. 
Elimination of Noise a t ~ Source~ The causes of 
noise in industr y i s poor machinery design, worn machine 
parts , improper mounting , poor l ocation, and careless opera-
tors. Although in some cases the expense involved in elimin-
ating such noises is l a rge, it is profitable over a long run 
period ~ These noises may be partially overcome by preventa-
tive maintenance (early replacement of parts, using well-
bala nced parts, making machinery vibration free, keeping 
machines well oiled, using non-metalic gears , machinery 
mounted on proper bases, and non- metalic belts). Noise can 
be reduced considerably by using new processes such a s press-
ure riveting or welding in pl a ce of pneuma tic riveting. 
Isolati on of Noisy Operations Fr equently heavy 
equipment which makes a great deal of noise requires only 
one or two operators but it affects the efficiency of many 
others. These operations may be isolat ed in s epar a t e i nsul-
ated enclosures. Al.:so noisy motors a nd gears can be enclosed 
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in soukd proofed boxes. Of course, the operators of these 
machines cannot be protected so they may be forced to use ear 
plugs or in some cases housed in insulated control rooms. An 
example of this method is the almost complete sound proofed 
engine test cells in use in the aircraft industry. 
Reduction of Noise ~ Sound Insulation When a 
large part of the noise is caused by reflections from ceil-
ings and walls, a considerable reduction in the noise level 
may be obtained by covering these surfaces with a suitable 
sound proofing material . An example of this is the poris 
fiber board material, which has many small holes in it, used 
in offices today. 
Personal Protective Devices When the foregoing 
methods are not fe.asable or does not protect all the empl oyees, 
ear plugs may be used. These reduce t he intensity of s.evere 
noises to the poi nt. where they are harmless. 
Conclusions The principals concerning noise should 
be heeded in both windowed and windowless construction. How-
ever, the plant without windows has a considerable advantage 
over the conventional type . This is especially true in the 
sound proofing of reflecting surfaces. 
Glass is so hard and smooth, that it r eflects a 
great amount of noise. This typl,; of surface cannot be sound 
proofed with celular materials because it will shut out the 
light . In the windowless plant, there is no problem of this 
type since it ... may be incorporated in the construction. The 
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Simonds plant is constructed of cinder block walls which 
absorb 29 per cent of the noise striking them. The ceiling 
is covered with a fiberous material which absorbs 98 per cent 
of the noise. 
By reducing the noise level in this manner, other 
advantages are gained. Heavy machinery does not have to be 
isolated but may be put in its proper place for efficient 
layout. Ear plugs, which may be annoying to some workers , 
can be eliminated. 
CHAPTER VI 
Personnel Reaction 
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Without healthy and happy workers , a manufacturing 
plant cannot operate erficiently and competitively. There 
is no co-operation among the workers or between the employees 
and the employer . I t is well-known that when the spirit of 
co- operation is lacking, erficiency is lowered . The employee 
reels that management is merely using hi.m as a tool and is 
attempting to exploit him. Cliques develop which causes .dis-
unity. Labor turnover is increased and as a result recruit-
ing and training costs increase whil e at the same time, the 
company reputation is endangered. These ~eelings may even 
be the underlying cause of strikes. 
In locating the building a plant, personnel re-
actions have to be considered very carefully . A forced con-
version to windows can be the result ir worker attitudes are 
not surveyed. The general attitude of workers toward this 
type or plant has been very good. In only one case has there 
been strong objection and thus the costly conversion to 
windows . 
Claustrophobia Children for some r eason have an 
inherent fear of the dark. After reaching adulthood , this 
fear is r eplaced by others not so noticeable. The one that 
concerns this discuss i on is claustrophobia. 
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Claustrophobia is the morbid dread of being in 
closed rooms or narrow spaces. Everyone is not affected by 
this. fear just as the fear of high places is not inherent 
in all. Many times it is acquired by the constant working 
or imprisonment in small rooms. ~rtificial light is not a 
cure for it. If a worker is aff 1 i cted by it, his only 
remedy is to seek employment elsewhere because it is well 
proven that large industrial plants do not cause claustro-
phobia. 
There were no instances found that normal size 
plants without windows caused this fear. All claims found 
to the contrary were based on instances of confinement in 
small rooms less than 30 feet square. In the majority of 
manufacturing plants this condi tion does not exist and there-
fore it is very doubtful that claustrophobia will develop 
among the workers. There is no feeling of confinement in 
these plants because they are large enough so that a worker 
may look elsewhere besides at his work. The oTiter has 
observed in many cases in larger offices and plants , that 
employees have no desire to look out the windows since there 
is enough to look at within the room. It does not seem that 
claustrophobia will affect windowless construction to any 
extent. 
Physcological Effects The possible physcological 
effects on the worker should be studied. The inability to 
see outside may Cc:! Use some workers to resent their work 
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place. Many workers prefer windows with merely the reason 
that they like to look outside once in a while. This type is 
generally the inefficient worker. Some workers like to know 
of the v1eather conditions outside which is a natural tend-
ency in all human beings. 
All of us have experienced that gloomy feeling when 
the weather is not as we like it. It seems that enthusiasm 
is lost on such days and human efficiency drops. At the 
Simonds plant it has been noticed that the absence of windows 
overcomes this feeling and increases worker effectiveness. 
Shortly after the employee steps inside the plant , he forgets 
about the weather conditions outside and his happy frame of 
mind returns. This is due to the fact that the temperature, 
humidity, and lighting are the same every day so that the 
ideal working conditions which the worker· desires .are always 
his. With windows in the plant , the employee is constantly 
reminded of the gloomy day which keeps his spirits at the 
lower level thus affecting his efficiency and ultimately 
production. 
There are times when a knowledge of outside condi-
tions is necessary. Before lunch hour or at quitting time, 
workers need to know in order that they may dress properly 
in case of rain, snow, etc. This problem can easily be over-
come with the use of a public address system. Weather condi-
tions may be announced at certain times during the day. The 
system may also be .used to make other special interest 
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announcements which will raise employee morale, such as 
baseball scores. Of course, factories with windows may use 
the same method. 
Vision Another reaction tl~t has to be considered 
is eyestrain. The eyestrain spoken of here is not due to 
lighting but to the lack of momentary extended vision. In 
the manufacturing process, the eye is focused on the work at 
hand and after a period of time, if not refocused, it becomes 
strained. The worker must sight a distant object to overcome 
this strain. lf windows are provided, he may look a t some-
thing outside which the proponements of this type of factory 
claims. However, in a plant of a ny size, there is plenty to 
look a t inside the plant and are usually more interesting to 
the worker. In many cases the worker is so far from the 
windows, that he can only see the sky. 
Vision slots at the proper level may be provided 
where the rooms are smaller; such as offices, lunch rooms, 
drafting rooms, etc . These are windows which run the length 
of the room but are only about 12 to 18 inches high. They 
cannot be opened and are shaded from the sun by the building 
overhang. These g ive the people in smaller rooms the oppor-
tunity to refocus their eyes and to observe outside conditions 
while relaxirig over lunch. 
Conclusions It has definitely been proven that 
windowless plants do not cause claus trophobia. At the 
Simonds plant, the workers do not mis s windows in any way 
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whatsoever . The lack of w~ndows makes workers forget out-
side conditions which enables t hem to maintain their effici-
ency . Efficiency is definitely higher in the windowless 
pl ants t han in plants in whi ch conditions are not controlled . 
CHAPTER VII 
Construction 
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The general type of building must be decided on 
first, although the layout has to be completed before the 
actual detail design is finished. The number of floors have 
to be known before the layout can be started on. A multi-
story building will solve many of the material handling 
problems . The relationships between the building equip-
ment, layout, and internal conditions desired must be kept 
in mind . Building restrictions may have an affect on the 
final design. 
The manufacturing process will determine the gen-
eral type and construction of the factory . All factors per-
taining to the building must be carefully considered at the 
start of the project . Any changes that have to be made due 
to mistakes , wi ll be costly once production i s started. 
The locality of the plant must be considered due to 
land values and construction costs, since these are reflected 
in overhead charges. The selling price of the product is 
partially based on these costs and also the amount of profit 
obtainable . Lack of forethought on the relationship between 
the plant and profits, may cause the enterprise to faii. 
Types of Buildings There are three general types 
of buildings : 
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1 . Single story 
2 . Multi- story 
3 . Combination 
There are advantages and disadvant ages inherent in 
each of these . Frequently, more than one type will be used 
in t he same manufacturing unit. 
In citie s where land value is high, the multi-
story is the most advantageous . Where l and costs are low, 
the single story plant is generally used. 
The single story building is at a disa dvantage due 
to greater roof areas as _well as higher heating cost per 
s quare foot a nd greater mai ntenance costs . It is the best 
t ype of constructi on however, from the standpoi nt of l ayout 
and future additions. No spa ce i s lost due to stair wells, 
ele va tor s hafts , etc ., and a t the same t ime floor loads are 
no problem. 
Heavy machinery and products of excessive weigbt 
require single s tory structures due to the heavy costs 
i ncurred in multi-story construction. The handling expenses 
from one floor to another are high and requires special 
e quipment. A multi-story building is d~sireable where lighter 
materials ar e used and the force of gravity may be used in 
handling which results in a lower product cost. 
In general , the cost of a windowless pl ant is about 
the same as t ha t with windows. The cost runs higher in 
windowless plants due to its internal equipment but not the 
construction. A space .. .t:.:!.lled with brick runs about the same 
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as a similar area with glass . Brick has a low material and 
a high labor cost and the opposite is true for glass. 
Glass Block Walls Glass block may be used in 
construction but is extremely expensive . Many advantages of 
the windowless building can be obtained by its use. Glass 
block can be manufactured so as to absorb noise and thus aid 
in its contr ol. Heat absorbing glass which reduced the in-
ternal air conditioning load, is quite common as well as 
light refracting block which directs the light to the ceil-
ing to be reflected straight down for better lighting. Glass 
blocks still do not solve the lighting problem at any con-
siderable distance from the walls. Due to its extremely high 
cost, however, it is not used extensively a nd cannot compete 
with brick. 
Conclusions The windowless factory is best suited 
to both types of construction. If it is to be built in the 
city where l and values are high, it is readily .adaptable to 
multi-story structures . Lighting is no problem as it is with 
conventional buildings of this type. Multi- story buildings 
using glass need light courts which take up costly space and 
are not productive. Another problem in the city is excessive 
dirt and dust which affects the mai ntenance of the natural 
l~ghting system and in many cases the production processes . 
When plant conditions are completely control led, this hazard 
is eliminated. The lack of windows also eliminates street 
noises which are annoying to office and engineering depart-
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ment personnel. 
In s uburban localities~ l a nd costs are not a prime 
consider ation so that s ingle story construction may be used 
in order to obtain efficient l ayout . However, roof costs 
m.ay be prohibitive and should be considered carefull y. In 
building the walls of a building , it was previously stated 
tha t a gl a ssed a r ea cost about the same as brick. This does 
not hold true , however, in roof construction. A saw- tooth 
roof is considerably more expensive than the plain f lat r oof 
of a windowless building. A s ingle story conventional fac-
tory of moder a t e size r equires overhead windows to operate 
efficiently with natural light ing . The setba ck in this type 
of r oof is t hat nearly double the roof area i s required not 
withstanding t he more complicated and expensive truss struc-
ture needed . There is also t he conti nued roof mai ntenance 
which increases the costs. 
CHAPTER VIII 
Adaptability to Climate 
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The climatic condi tions have an appreciable effect 
on the design of a manufacturing plant. The l ength of the 
different seasons may make certain costs burdensome and there-
fore requires windowless or wi ndovJed f actories . The amount 
of equipment required to condition a plant is dir ectly depend-
ant upon the climate . 
Cold Weather Climate In a cold weather climate , the 
Vlint er s eason is longer resUlt ing in a higher fuel cost. Not 
only is there heating required over a longer period of time, 
but t he temperature differential betVTeen the a ir supply and 
room a ir is considerably greater. This increases the internal 
load necessitating heavier and high capacity equipment which 
is more expensive to operate. Initial machinery is more ex-
pensive with resulting higher costs for spar e parts and main-
t enance. 
If windows a re used, there is an appreciable loss 
of heat through the glass to the ext ent that without windows 
2/3 of the fuel cost may be saved as well as the gr eater 
expenses concerned with heavier equipment . Liaintenance is 
incr eased on windows due to the extreme cold weather effect 
on s ealing putty. Snow causes a loss of light which negates 
t he main purpose of windows. There are al so relatively few 
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cloudless days in colder climates. In fact, in the Mass . 
area , there are only twenty- eight days of completely cloudless 
skies per year. Wor kers a l so favor the vlindowless plant 
because they are not r eminded of t he winter weather outside. 
Warm Weather Climate Here again the windowless 
plant has many advantages . Its heavy insulation keeps the 
heat out and lowers air conditioning costs. In many warm 
weather climates , a few inches of wat er is kept on the roof 
for cooling purposes; this is not possible with the saw-tooth 
roof. At night , the brick and concrete cool off which pre-
vents the passage of heat during the day. 
The f actory with windows has a definite advantage 
from the lighting viewpoint . This is because there are many 
sunny days on which good light is available . However, the 
lighting system still has to be installed and maintained and 
are additional costs . 
Conclusions 
he conventional t ype of building is best sui ted to 
moderate climates . Temperatures do not become too hot or 
cold r equiring extra equipment . A windowless plant is adapt-
able to any climate and can function cheaper than the Viindowed 
plant of the same capacity. 
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CHAPTER IX 
Fire Fighting Problems in Windowless Plants 
Experience has proven that adequate ventil ati on 
provided quickly enough, a i ds consider ably in the efficient 
and successful fighting of fires . This has been proven i n 
basement fires which lacked natural ventilation. Fires in 
coal mines , cargo holds , a nd subways have brought this out . 
Ventilation It is believed by fire depar tments 
that 66 per cent of successful f i re fighting depends on 
proper ventilati0n. There are three principal r easons which 
requir e quick and effi ci ent ventilation. 
1 . Rescue and f ire fighting are made possibl e by 
the dissi pation of accumulates gases, heat, 
and smoke. 
2 . These gases along v1ith the heat and smoke , a r e 
quickly dra~n outsi de and thus retarding the 
spread of f ire. 
3 . The danger of "back- drafts n are eliminated by 
the prevention of explosions . 
Many cases have shown that it vms much cheaper to repla ce 
windows or repair vent holes in a roof t han it would have 
been to pay for contents saved by t his ventilating action. 
For this reason, heat actuated vents should be used 
over stairwells, elevator shafts , etc . Heat actuated mechan-
isms are used to open windows and set off the sprinkling 
system in case of f ire . Explosion panels may be used when 
highly combustibl e materi als are handled . 
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Hazards .Qf. Windowl ess Plants In pr evious chapters 
it was shown that t he ma j or ity of windowl ess structures are 
air conditioning systems . I n case of fire these systems 
may pi ck up the smoke and gases and circulate t hem into 
other buildi ngs and rooms. This can be prevented however , 
by the inst allation of heat and smoke det ecti on ~evices . 
Due to the fact that windows a r e absent , the entire 
area involved may be for ced into total darkness since it is 
probable that t he electric current would be affected. 
Smoke and Gases These gases and smoke are confined 
within the pl ant because of the lack of windov1s which i n turn 
results in the forced pr otecti on of stairwell s for the safety 
of personnel. Fire fighters therefore have to enter rooms 
and buildings which are heavily charged wi th gases of incom-
plete combustion. Thus , there is the high probabil ity of 
either a pressure or a "back- draft" explosion. The l atter is 
caused by t he mixing of fresh oxygen ·with t he gases. The 
inside of s uch a buildi ng may be ser ious l y damaged before 
there i s any sign of f i re f r om the outside . Personnel rush-
ing out f r om stairvrells are a hinderence to fire fighters . 
The use of glass bl ocks el iminates t his hazar d since they 
can be broken through easil y by f i r emen. 
Access Panels Due to the sudden rise of windowless 
plants , building codes have not kept up with them and as a 
result most have been built without access panels . These 
are panels of thin glass or other materi als which can be 
opened easily by firemen when needed. These panels should 
be built in above the ground floor and do not pertain to 
single story buildings. 
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Fire Protection Automatic sprinkling systems 
should be provided wherever there is the possibility of ~ire. 
In areas that may have an excessive fire hazard, automatic 
detection devices should be used in order to stop a fire in 
its infancy. A11 walls and partitions should be of fire-
proof materials. 
Openings in all floors should be provided for the 
use of basement nozzles. This is especially so today since 
most floors are made of re-enforced concrete and are practi-
cally impossible for firemen to break into. Radiant heating 
pi pes are a hazard if the ~loor has t v be broken through 
which further necessitates floor panels. 
Fire resistant insulation and interior paint 
should be used especially since it is so easily obtainable. 
Conclusions From the standpoint of ~ire hazards, 
the windm,;less plant is not too satis~actory. The problem 
is not as serious as it seems, . however, since the majority 
of these plants are o~ the single story type. Thus t he roof 
can easily be broken through to provide ventilation. When 
used for manufacturing purposes, these plants are usually 
built vrith one large room so that although the lighting 
system may fail locally, there would be suf~icient light for 
sa~ety of the firemen. The factory with windows of course 
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does not have these ventilating problems since the windows 
can easily be broken to provide complete cross ventilation. 
CHAPTER X 
Appear ance 
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It is of importance that the modern plants of today 
fit in the community. Any building that does not have the 
pleasing appearance which the publ ic desires, is apt to draw 
criticism. 
Exterior 
Locality The windowless plant can be made to fit 
into its surroundings with a minimum of effort . The general 
design of the community can be incorporated in it so that it 
does not look out of place . Of course, being a new type of 
constr uction, it will not blend with the other buildings in 
its neighborhood as well as conventional t ypes because of 
the l ack of windows. 
Beauty The windowless plant can be designed with 
a great deal of "eye-appeal". Its plain walls may be given 
interest by the use of various types and colors of brick and 
stone . Color may be added to the cement to make it attrac-
tive. This color is permanent and part of the concrete , and 
so does not need painting . This cost goes on in conventional 
buildings; even when entirely of brick, the window sashes 
must be painted periodica lly. 
In spite of what can be done to beautify the 
windowless plant, the factory with windows is usually more 
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interesting to look at . This is because more can be done with 
glass than brick. No matter what is done as to types and 
colors of brick, it is still masonry and therefore there are 
no sufficient lines of difference between them as between 
brick and glass. 
Tradition Tradition makes peopl e dislike windowless 
plants because they do not like changes. However, progress 
should not be slowed down due to this. In order to relieve 
some of this feel i ng, simulated window lines may be used . 
Certain parts of the wall can be indented or light colored 
brick used to. give the impression of windows. Here again 
windows cannot be eliminated without a loss in appearance . 
This £actor should not be regarded very heavily when planning 
a building since tradition is fading into the background as 
so cal~ed "modern times" progress. 
Interior 
~Q£ Color A windowless plant can be made very 
appealing on the inside, more so than conventional buildings. 
The reasoning in the first section on ext erior beauty, does 
not hold for interiors. This is because the worker s ees only 
a very small ~ortion of the walls with windows which hold no 
beauty. The person on the outside sees the whole pl ant in 
one view so that the added beauty is brought out. Color is 
used extensively to make the interior of a plant appealing. 
Although machines are painted different colors for lighting 
and safety reasons, nevertheless , it adds interest within 
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the plant. Machines and equipment placed against the wall 
allows the worker to l ook at something more inter esting than 
a plain wall with windows . 
Posters and Paintings ¥There there are fairly 
large sections of blank walls, beauty may be added by the 
use of murals . These are usually drawn depicting progress 
in general or of the spec i fic company. Large photogr aphs 
( 3 feet square and l arger) of processes, products, and 
machinery of the company may also be used. The photographs 
have the advantage of showing more current scenes and can be 
changed easily at a cheaper cost. 
Posters may be used which have worker interest. 
These are used also to promote safety and worker benefits 
resulti ng in increased efficiency. They usually have more 
interest than other means because of their bright colors a nd 
f r equent changes . 
Conclusions From t he for egoing , it seems t hat the 
windowl ess f ac t ory may be made more pleasing in appearance 
on the ins i de while t he opposite is true for outside bea uty. 
A factory with windows is inherently better in appearance, and 
with a skillful use of glass , can be made into a thing of real 
beauty. One has only to look at a few of the buildings 
des igned by Frank Lloyd ~right as proof of this . 
CHAPTER XI 
Adaptability to War Time Needs 
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Since World War II, many designers have given con-
sider a ble t hought to war time needs in their designs . Due 
to the i ncrease in the range of heavy bombers, no country 
can discount the idea of being bombed. The thought of being 
forced to convert to a nd operate under blackout conditions , 
has been instrumental in the design and use of bl ackout 
heaters . 
The windowl ess plant i s inherently blacked out and 
therefore presents no problem in war time . The conventional 
type has to be converted .a t high war time costs . If the 
plant was designed so that the artifi cial lighting system was 
merely intended a s an auxilary to daylighting , t here is the 
added cost of re-designing i f for permanent us e . The roof 
windows have to be painted to prevent ref l ection. of the suns 
rays. Vihen a pl ant i s bla cked out , forc ed ventilation is 
needed . Bl inds t hat tra p the light but permit a cir cula tion 
of air may be installed but thes e are usually not suffi cient . 
Protection of Workers Workers ar e automatically 
protected f r om near misses by the solid walls and roof , where 
as windows are susceptable to flying debris . The health of 
v10rkers is bette~ protected since all conditions are controll-
ed . ·when a conventiona l pl ant i s converted to a blackout 
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type in war time, these cond itions are generally inadequately 
controlled because of the shortage of equipment and ma terials. 
During the minor a i r raids, production is not 
stopped because of the solid protection of the building. This 
is very advantageous and necessary in war time. 
Bomb Damage The conventional plant is extremely 
susceptable to bomb damages . The direct destruction due to 
the explosion will not be discussed . This would be the same 
regardless of the type of construction. I f a direct hit is 
made on the pl ant , many windows will be blown out due to the 
concussion. The hole left in the roof will be expensive to 
repair i f the roof is used for natural lighting . Even if 
bomb's ar e not dropped when enemy pl anes are in the area , 
windows in the roof will be extensively damaged by antia ir-
craft fragment s . Near misses wi l l cause broken windows and 
halt production. Outside confusion and noise immediately 
after a bombi1~ , will effect the workers effici ency and pro-
duct:lvity. 
The windowless plant is not as easily damaged as 
the conventional type . A direct hit if not too near the wall, 
will cause no damage due to concussion. I f , however , it 
should explode near the wall, the destruction would be more 
extens ive t han with windows . This is because t he bursting 
of the v1indows relieves the concussion effect. The heavy 
walls of a controlled conditions plant will withstand higher 
pressures· but if forced to burst, the damage is more costly. 
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Near misses do not affect the walls by concussion s ince the 
pressure is not confined wi thil1 the building . Antiaircraft 
fragments and flying debris do not affect a windowless plant. 
Camouflage Camouflage is very necessary and 
important to plant protection. The equipment and materials 
used for this purpose are quite heavy and need solid support . 
If the side of a building is princi pally of· glass , the vrindow 
frames will not support it. Al so, windows have to be ex- . 
tremely well camouflaged to prevent any reflection from the 
glass . Plain brick or concrete wall s will blend 'in with the 
camouflage . 
Conclusions The popularity of the windowless 
plant grew out of the war and is more adaptabl e to such 
conditions . It provides a maximum of protection for both 
workers and the production processes . Production, the most 
important fac tor in modern war fare , is not halted which 
helps to insure success in war time . 
CHAPTER XII 
Summary 
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In general windowless buildings show a considerable 
advantage over conventional t ypes. The complete control over 
temperature, humidity, and light can be achieved economically 
only through its use . It requires less spa ce than those 
using windows which restlits in lower costs. 
By employing re- enforced conc'rete throughout~ it 
is more rigid and allows the use of heavier equipment. Costs 
are reduced by its use in cities and in multi-story construc-
tion. Maintenance of the building proper are neglig ible 
except for the roof . Even its costs over the years are 
slight. The windowless factory can be adapted to any type 
of building or construction more easily than those with . 
windows. 
The advantages of perfect lighting at all times 
cannot he overlooked. It is essential in the prevention of 
industrial accidents, and in the protection of the workers ' 
eyesight. It automatically assists management by ai di ng the 
employee in reaching task efficiency. It is conducive to 
high morale and good housekeeping . 
Natural light is constantly changing thr oughout 
the day and in ~eneral cannot be depended upon. The mainten-
ance of windows in addition to the artificial lighting system, 
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which must be provided anyway, is costly. The savings in 
el ectricity, however , should not be overlooked in high sun-· 
shine zones. 
The even cool light provided by the artificial 
system causes l ess f a tigue among the workers and has been 
proven to be preferred by them. 
Air conditioning can be controlled to give the 
desired -temperature at al l times. Natural ventilation cannot 
be and results in worker compla ints. I f outside tempera ture 
is 95 degrees , no amount of nat ural circulation is going to 
reduce the temperature inside . Precis i on. work demands con-
sta nt temperature . I f the worker is hot and the a ir i s 
humid , his only thought will be quitting time. Under these 
conditions, the worker is inefficient and will f ail to produce 
pr operly . 
Air conditioning a plant 1i l i th \7indows is an ex-
tr emely expensive undertaking . Heating costs of one in the 
wi ntertime are tri ple that encounter ed in a windov.rles s plant . 
This in itself i s an i ncentive to switch to controlled 
conditions pl ants in col d clima t e . 
Noise can easily be controlled since ther e are no 
hard smooth surfa ces to reflect it . The worker s nerves are 
not a f fected by noise i n a controlled conditions plant a s 
i n conventional structures which enabl es that worker to 
ret a in more of his efficiency. 
Plant l ayout is aided considerably by the rise of 
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windowless structures. The Simonds Company reduced their 
production area requirements from 17! to 5i acres . This is 
accomplished partially by operating two shifts but efficient 
layout reduced it by 6! acres . Using a t wo shift operation~ 
which cannot ·be done if natural lighting is to be used, 
insures a maxi mum use of the equipment before favoring certain 
areas over others. All corners can be used to advantage as 
well as wall space which ·actually helps to provide more 
production area. 
Modern ideas in .design favor simplicity of lines 
in order to achieve ·beauty. A conventional type plant has 
mor e exterior beauty because glass is more pleasant to look 
at t han brick or concrete , although the windowless plant is 
simple in design and in line with modern i deas. 
The windowless pl ant is better adapted to climatic 
conditions of all types. The insulation protects the inside 
temperature from cold in the winter time and heat i n the 
summertime. Snow on the roof does not affect the lighting 
of the plant as in saw-tooth construction. The windowless 
plant is most . economical and efficient in controlling con-
ditions in any climate. 
The exponents of windowless factories rely heavily 
on the a rgument of claustrophobia. It is extremely doubtful 
that claustrophobia will develop in .. workers in these pl ants 
becau,se the working area s are large. It has been weil proven 
in many of these plan,ts t hat the worker welcomes the excell-
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ent conditions existing in them. Most v:orkers' objections 
stem not from the l ack of windows , but the poor control of the 
internal conditions. 
In the detailed discussion of its adaptability to 
processes , it was brought out that any industry whose pro-
cesses emitted excessive heat, fumes , and smoke , should be 
housed in controlled conditions plants . Processes which 
demand multi-story buildings, can also use them to advant-
age . Again, the vlindov1less pl ant has the decided advantage 
in its ability t o meet certain specifications. 
One of the principal drawbacks of this type of 
construction i s t he fire hazard . Since the only means of 
entrance and exit are ~he doors, this problem is critical . 
It is made more so because of the lack of natural ventila-
tion. With the proper design of a ccess panels , this problem 
can be minimized . 
These factories are inherently bla ckout pl ants 
which can be operated even during minor a~r raids . They 
offer a maximum of protection to the worker which is a 
critical item in wartime . 
The need for windowless plants arose when it was 
r ealized that t emperature, humidity , and lighting had to be 
completely controlled . The cause of the inefficiencies and 
high costs of controlling those is vrindows . The simplest 
solution, and the best as yet, is to eliminate the windows. 
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